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Stimulating and

refreshing, essential

oil of Eucalyptus is

conducive to

meditation and has

the ability to release

negative psychic

energy. It’s also good

for expanding your

perspective and

opening you up to

understanding

someone else’s point

of view.

(Always follow label

precautions when using

this oil.)

Zodiactivities for Aquarius

› Make the wish list of your

lifetime (your bucket list)

› Do something to make a dream

come true

› Spend extra time with friends

› Network

› Erase bigotry when and where

you can

› Stand up for the underdog

› Join your local astrology group

› Make an anonymous donation

to a service organization

› Indulge in a New Age spa

service

› Shop for electrical appliances

or a new computer

› Break the routine ~

Experiment!

› Learn a phrase in Esperanto,

the "world-wide language"

The Star (Aquarius) and The Fool (Uranus) tell us that

sometimes it’s necessary to take that leap into the unknown

in order to make our dreams come true.

I plummet into my dreams.

Lucky Aquarius to have the

Amethyst as your stone! This stone

of sobriety is excellent for bringing

clarity while increasing your

intuition. It also places an emphasis

on practical and logical behavior.

Place an amethyst in a prominent

spot as an aid to meditation. It is also

an excellent reminder to remain calm

and to take a moment before acting in

a rash manner.

Orchids are symbolic of

love, beauty, luxury, and

strength. In the Victorian

Language of Flowers, it

means a belle.

The goose is one of Aquarius’ totem animals,

and orchids are sometimes called Giddy-

Ganders and Goosie-Ganders after Mother

Goose and her babies.

www.auntiemoon.wordpress.com
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Tarot cards from The Aquatic Tarot: www.aquatictarot.de

Uranus, Aquarius’ ruling planet, can act as a sudden

flash of insight or genius. If you suddenly understand

something you have never understood before ~ Eureka!

~ you are having a breakthrough Uranian experience.

Uranus works through your head, not your heart, with a

humanitarian focus.

A true “weirdo,” Uranus is “way out” there ~ perhaps

nerdy, geeky, and a bit goofy at times ~ and either

really, really smart or completely bonkers.

The number 7 is associated

with research, withdrawal,

and meditation. Aquarius is

a social sign, but needs

time to regroup, re-energize

~ there’s a lot of energy to

replenish. The 7 gives

Uranus and Aquarius that

renewal time, complete

with moments of epiphany

and revelation.
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Aquarius rules all large

birds. Geese were also

sacred to Juno and

Aphrodite, so having either

of these in Aquarius natally

makes the goose an

excellent totem animal for

you. Geese are ferocious

protectors and excellent

“watchdogs.”

5 Swords ~ 0-9.59����

1
st
 Decan Aquarius

Jan. 19 - 29

6 Swords ~ 10-19.59����

2
nd

 Decan Aquarius

Jan. 30 – Feb. 8

7 Swords ~ 20-29.59����

3
rd

 Decan Aquarius

Feb 8 - 18
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The Water Violet is the

Bach remedy for

Aquarius. Water violet

types are aloof,

independent, and self-

reliant. They can also be

condescending. There

may be a fear of

involvement with a

preference for

detachment.


